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Foreword
The Writers Well are a lively group of writers who meet weekly online as
part of the Inverclyde Culture Collective. Each month we have explore
different themes relating to our local area and we have been delighted to
participate in virtual ‘visits’ to The Watt Institution each month through
the wonderful digital resources compiled especially for us by William
Henderson, Digital Outreach and Engagement Officer.
These resources have provided us with images of some of the most
fascinating collections held at The Watt alongside relevant historical
information and linked literary prompts. As you will read in this collection
these resources have inspired new writing on topics ranging from
butterflies to the sea!
We hope you enjoy reading these pieces as much as we have enjoyed
being inspired to write them. If you’d like to hear more from Inverclyde
writers you can join us at our monthly Open Mic event WORD @ The
Warehouse on the last Saturday of each month 4pm in The Tobacco
Warehouse on Clarence St, Greenock . Further information available
from https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/372794407107
We’d like to thank William, the rest of the team at The Watt Institution
and the wider Inverclyde Culture Collective team for providing us with
the opportunity and inspiration to create this collection.
The Writers Well are:
Sue, John, David, Leona , Jill, Karelia, Antonia, Duncan, Teruko, Sarah
& Katharine
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Wings of Tomorrow
By Lana R.T Taylor
I feel bad for you, beauty so unique you never got a place in the world while you
were free. Looking at you here still, at peace I can see you in detail, every speck,
every spot for the world to see. However wonderful you may be, you are not mine to
watch happily. I feel a rush of sadness, you are no longer alive. Yet what an honour
your wings hold, immortal beauty that could never be sold. You will teach
generations for years to come, we will catch and release with no harm done. I first
saw you when I was three, now many years later I still remember all you have done,
for our community and butterflies still to come. One day when I bring my child we will
walk through the museum, straight to you. I hope you somehow know that you
continue to live on by those inspired by you.
Lana R.T Taylor used to live in Greenock but currently resides in Port Glasgow. She
also lived in Cornwall for a short period of time in 2020. This poem, of course
inspired by the butterflies within the museum's collection, holds a place close to her
heart as she often visited with my mother as a child and has been fascinated by the
macabre side of museums since then. She is currently working on her first novel,
stories for children's books, and most recently poetry.
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Lepidopterans —
on hearing of Russian troops ordered into Ukraine
trays of Lepidoptera pinned
to pillowed museum shelves

no longer garish
flitted life
tiny scaled wings
once coloured intense
fade
to orange and sepia-brown

twisted vee shape
thread-thin antennae
don’t quiver anymore
they lie quiescent
in their own outline
to track
and guide ballistic missiles
to targets

ensuring accuracy
for maximum efficacy
JHM, 2002, 2 (18)

John Moody, 68 lives in Port Glasgow. His inspiration for the poem was a freewrite image of
butterfly antennae in response to photographs in the Watt brochure on their butterfly
collection. The image was intensified by the dread of a generation who lived through the
Cold War, this poem was the result.
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Sarah L Dolan.
Sarah lives in Wemyss Bay. A couple of Augusts ago she was pootling about in her
garden when she thought she had spotted a black butterfly. How exciting! She
grabbed the camera. The butterfly opened its wings and…
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Thank you, Mr Butterfly

Hello Mr butterfly, how are you today? I agree, it's a beautiful sunny day. Don't you
want to mingle with flowers? There are beautiful pink ones right over there. I see, no
problem, you can also rest on my knee for a few minutes. I’m in no rush.
Mr butterfly, have you ever tried to picture your emotions? I’m feeling Iike a
hedgehog with very long sensitive spikes. Below, the skin is painful and sore - every
movement hurts. Even if someone only breathes in my direction, I get extremely
irritated and want to scream ‘Leave me alone!’. My life feels black and numb while
everyone else is more cheerful than usual. Of course, I know, the world doesn’t
literally fall apart when you lose a friend. But it’s hard, you know, getting used to the
sudden emptiness in my life. I’m sure you would have liked him. He was smart,
patient and loved all types of animals. In contrast to me, he got along with lots of
people – he enjoyed life before he got sick.
I should stop torturing myself by trying to remember all conversations with him. Did I
miss any clues? Had he planned it for a while or was it a sudden change of heart to
give up his fight? Why wasn’t I able to prevent it? It hurts that he left no note. Clinical
depression is a black beast that can eat you alive. The person who killed himself
wasn’t my friend anymore who I deeply loved.
Regardless, it was his decision to leave, and I respect that. It would be selfish to
force someone to stay if they desire to leave. It’s the beauty of life, I guess, to be
able to decide ‘I have had enough’. I’m not sure about you, but I don’t like people
who win an argument by saying ‘What do you want me to do? Kill myself?’. This is
not something to throw around lightly.
All of the sudden, the band REM comes to mind: ‘It’s easier to leave than to be left
behind...But loneliness, it wears me out, it lies in wait.’
Regardless of my loss, I know that things could be much worse, of course. The sun
rises every day, the birds sing and beautiful butterflies like yourself collect sweet
flower nectar. I shouldn’t really complain. Besides, time always helps healing wounds
- not even the strongest emotion lasts forever. Life goes on. Okay. My apologies, Mr
butterfly, for my rambling.
I better let you get on with your day. Before you leave, could you do me a massive
favour please? When you fly into the light and see my friend, please tell him that I
miss him every day and I really appreciate that he spent time with me. I treasure
those memories. Also, I sincerely apologise if he feels I couldn’t help him and hope
he has found relief and happiness. If there is an afterlife, I look forward to meeting
him again when my time has come. Thank you, Mr butterfly. Auf Wiedersehen.

Note from the author and the Watt Institution:
If you or a friend/family member are going through a rough time with suicidal
thoughts, please don’t suffer in silence. Please see suggested contacts below - there
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is no right or wrong way to talk about suicidal thoughts – always remember your
feelings are valid and matter:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Samaritans – for everyone:
o Call 116 123 (24h)
Papyrus – for people under 35:
o Call 0800 068 41 41 (9am to midnight every day)
o Text 07860 039967
Childline – for children and young people under 19
o Call 0800 1111 – the number will not show up on your phone bill
SOS Silence of Suicide – for everyone
o Call 0300 1020 505 (4pm to midnight every day)
Shout Crisis Text Line – for everyone
o Text "SHOUT" to 85258 (24h)
YoungMinds Crisis Messenger – for people under 19
o Text "YM" to 85258 (24h)

Sue Ulm
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Exclusive Interview with Madame Cracker - the butterfly
who survived brutal encounter with the creatures
Photos of butterflies mentioned in text:
Madame Cracker:

Her friend Mexican Silverspot:

‘It’s year 1897 and I’m Leopoldo Hedvig, journalist for Lepidoptera gazette –
providing hot news for butterflies, months and other scaly wings. It’s my great honour
to speak with Madame Ageronia Feronia who survived a brutal encounter with the
creatures at her home: the Honduras fruit tree field. Many thanks for joining us
today.’
‘Thank you for having me. Please call me Madame Cracker as my Latin name
makes me sound very old.
‘Madame Cracker, for our readers who are not familiar with Cracker butterflies, could
you please describe yourself and your home? Your wings are beautiful.’
‘Thank you. My wings are covered in varying spots of different brown colours.
This makes me well-camouflaged against a tree bark. Cracker butterflies are
only one of two species who can create a loud cracking noise with our wings.
We usually live in open areas with trees and don’t mind mingling with other
butterflies and moths. Our diet is different from most butterflies who prefer
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sweet flower nectar. We eat rotting fruit and even animal poo to spice things
up.
‘On that tragic day when you met the creatures, did you have a hunch that
something bad is going happen?’
‘I was as clueless as everyone else. It was a sunny day. The old grey parrot
sat on his usual spot in the tree pretending to keep a close eye on us while
falling asleep in between. I can remember being cheerful as overnight a few
fruits with rotting spots fell to the ground.’
‘Madame Cracker, please tell us what happened next?’
‘I was busy eating some rotting brown fruit – that juice tasted divine. It lay
underneath a large tree that gave me shadow, which probably saved my life
as I blended in completely with the brown fruit. Suddenly, I could hear weird
noises from several places at once. When I finally noticed THEM I simply
froze. The creatures were everywhere and kidnapped my butterfly friends. I
didn’t know what to do. So many of us were unable to hide quickly enough.
The creatures also started small fires across the field to capture those who
tried to hide – lots of suffering. I could hear distressing cracking noises from
my fellow cracker butterflies. Somehow, my hiding spot was never found.
‘What went through your mind?’
I was in panic, and my mind was racing: Why does no one care that my
friends are being taken away? Why are the birds suddenly so quiet? The
sound of suffering was unbearable. It keeps visiting me each night. I feel guilty
for not even moving a tiny part of my wings while my friends got kidnapped - a
few even were killed on the spot.
‘Madame Cracker, please don’t blame yourself. Your reaction saved your own life’
Yes, it did, but the sad consequence of surviving is loneliness. None of my
friends are alive anymore. These monsters even took plant leaves with
innocent butterfly eggs, larvae and pupas. Who would do something like that
to innocent youngsters? There are so many questions that I can’t answer –
regardless of how hard I try: Why did I survive? Will I ever meet my friends
again? Are the creatures looking for me?
‘Madame Cracker, we are very thankful that you have survived to tell us your story.
Other butterflies and moths have been reported missing following encounters with
the creatures. Sadly, we are not aware of any survivors who managed to escape
after being kidnapped.’
My friend Agraulis (Dione) Moneta – friends called her Mexican Silverspot –
had been captured by the creatures and managed to escape. She had
beautiful wings with sparkly silver spots. In contrast to me, she loved flower
nectar. Before joining us, she lived further away. The creatures appeared
without warning at her home. They cramped Mexican Silverspot and her
friends into a very small box. Sadly, most of them died of fear and exhaustion
within an hour. As she was a very strong butterfly she was surrounded by her
dead friends for hours. I can’t even image what hell she went through.
‘That sounds horrendous and unbearable! How did she manage to escape?’
She told me that the creatures come in different sizes. A very small version
took her out of her box; it kept releasing and catching her. Mexican Silverspot
barely had any energy left, but when you fight for your live, you can
sometimes move mountains. She managed to escape and reached our fruit
tree field. Thankfully, she got better after her exhausting ordeal, and we
shared wonderful moments together until the tragic day. I can’t believe they
captured her again. To this day, I’m waiting at home, wishing for her to come
back.
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‘Madame Cracker, considering what you have been through. Do you have any
advice you would like to share with our readers?’
‘Life is short and unpredictable. We HOPE to know what happens next, but no
one can see into the future – we can’t predict next year, tomorrow or even the
next few seconds. Still, there is no point of worrying about what may or may
not happen next. Please treasure every day as a new lease of life and tell
your loved one how much they mean to you.’
‘Thank you so much for spending your time with us today.’
‘Thank you and your readers for taking time out of your busy schedules for my
story.’
Sue Ulm
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May I introduce myself
Butterfly mentioned in the text below:

How are you? Have you enjoyed the Lepidoptera exhibition so far? Do you like my
wings? I KNOW what you think: they are utterly fascinating and gorgeous. I’m fully
aware of my stunning beauty – many people agree, together with your grandparents
and their parents. I have met them all as I have been at this museum for more than
100 years.
Have you noticed that my wings have two different designs? Both, of course, are
equally impressive. When my wings are open, you can see the dorsal side (dark
brown with wide bands of reflective blue). When my wings are together, you can see
my wing underside (ventral side – complex system of black, white, brown and orange
– my look is unmistakable).
I’m very pleased that my wings are admired by all people living in and around
Inverclyde. During my previous life, the ventral side helped me to camouflage/blend
in with the environment to avoid any nasty predators. The ventral wing side made me
very popular among the butterfly ladies (sexual signalling). Although, between you
and me, the ladies loved my whole LAB package. I also had lots of fun fighting with
other male butterflies for ladies’ attention – obviously I ALWAYS won (as far as I can
remember).
Have I already introduced myself? I have a few official (Latin) names: Megistanis
Baeotus or Baeotus aeilus, but please call me Mr LAB, aka the one and only Latin
Amazon Beauty.
I’m originally from Brazil and was caught by a man in a weird grey suit with a net.
When I got caught, I was already ready to fly into the light. The next thing I
remember was waking up at the Watt Institution.
Compared to my current fun time here, my previous life was diverse and fulfilling.
While I look fragile, I already went through a few adventures:
1. As an egg, my mum placed me underneath a leaf to hide me from predators. I was
very vulnerable while I grew into a mini caterpillar. Once I was big enough, I came
out of my egg (hatching) and continued my life as a caterpillar – the more scientific
term is larvae.
2. As a caterpillar, I was ALWAYS hungry and not in the mood for any diet. My first
meal was leftovers of my own egg and the leaf I sat on. Afterwards, I munched my
way from one leaf to another - day and night. Several times, my caterpillar skin got
really tight. Thankfully, I was able to shed my own skin and already had a more
comfortable bigger skin underneath.
3. As a pupa, my life was EXTREMELY boring and dull. I had to lay upside down in a
cocoon (also called pupa or chrysalis), while hanging from a leaf. I was not allowed to
do any crazy stuff as any wiggling could attract predators who love to eat pupas for
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lunch. During this phase, I finally grew my stunning wings. Once they were fully
developed, I came out of my cocoon and slowly spread my wings. The first flight was
magical. Not being confined to a boring leaf was wonderful. I was ready to conquer
the world!
4. As a butterfly, I lived a wonderful bachelor life: mingling with a lot of ladies, while
making sure to stay healthy and handsome. Obviously, I also caused a bit of trouble
along the way – just for fun. There are several things you should know about us
butterflies:
• Courtship – Butterflies take their flirting very seriously. As a male butterfly, you
need to perform a complete love ballet with your lady. It’s HARD work.
• Let’s talk about sex (mating) – here are the juicy details on how I did it: My lady
and I joined the tips of our bellies, and I passed my sperms to her to fertilize her
eggs. That connection was very intimate and could last for hours, depending on
the lady’s preference. Afterwards she flew off to lay her eggs on plants or on the
ground. A new butterfly life cycle began, which I believe scientists call
‘metamorphosis’. Funny word, isn’t it?
• Food – Not all butterflies eat nectar from flowers or plants. There are a few of us
who prefer rotting fruits and even animal dung.
• Butterfly effect – It has nothing to do with us and is based on rather complicated
mathematical methods. We are unable to create a tornado in other countries by
flapping our wings - believe me, I have tried this party trick many times. It’s NOT
possible, even though it would be cool to have such superpower. Don’t you think?

There are not many specific day-to-day details known about myself and my fellow
exotic butterfly brothers and sisters: What do we eat? How long do we life? Even
scientists have no clear answers yet. Do you want to know why? Many years before
my time, our butterfly ancestors swore a pack of secrecy. Since then, every one of
us have been committed to keep our secrets to not only protect us from humans, but
also laugh at them when they get things wrong - you guys are REALLY funny
sometimes. If you want to know more about me, please contact a member of the
Watt Institution. They are lovely and followers of my exclusive fanclub.
Still here? If so, I have a secret for you that every butterfly already knows: Life can
change as quickly as a butterfly flaps its wings. Make sure you find something that
makes your heart happy and be damn proud of it - be brave as life it too short for
worrying.
Anyway, time (butter)flies. Hope you enjoy the rest of the exhibition. Have a
wonderful rest of the day. Peace and out, your Mr LAB.
Sue Ulm
Sue Ulm (Gourock)
Medical writer during the day and amateur creative writer during the night. After
hating maths and language lessons at school and being emerged in science for a
while, she finally discovered her true passion: writing about life sciences. There are
no stupid science questions – only too complicated answers.
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Hebomoia Glaucippe

I was the fourth.
Selected for white fragility
and orange-tip shape of my homeland,
a flash of East India Company lions
drawn from the arms of the Orange prince,
a strength of colour in wing venation
and tea-stained edges.
I came clipper bound
hold-fast
hand-tied
the three before
discarded on an ancient forest floor
now housed in glass
I exist, in this
relict community,
Auspicio regis et senatus angliæ
brothers and sisters,
fly free.

Katharine Macfarlane
Katharine Macfarlane is currently the Inverclyde Culture Collective Writer in
Residence
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MAPPING
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The Walker.
The walker parked his car, stepped out into the country air and sniffed deeply and
approvingly. The hatchback went up and a rucksack was thrown over a shoulder.
Looking good in all the gear. Some might say he was over dressed, he preferred to
think of it as being ready for anything.
The car roof assumed its role of map table as the map was carefully unfolded and
spread. The cover of the map was gone, folds were splitting, but he was reluctant to
let it go; they went back a long way together. He knew all the walks starting at this
location, had done them all many times, could visualize them without the map, but
the map was part of the walking ritual. With a familiar eye he traced the various
routes on the well-worn paper, noting good ground, marshy ground, streams,
basically anything that could make or break a walk.
What sort of day is it today? Is it a day for the exposed hilltop or the sheltered valley?
Will recent weather have made the ground soggy or made some paths difficult (he
knew all the puddles by heart)? Or, more prosaically, could he be bothered climbing
a hill today, and how averse was he to getting his feet wet?
A quick scan of the sky and with a nod of the head the decision was made. The
tattered map was carefully folded and safely stowed, and he was off.
David McCorkindale
Greenock born-and-bred
Infrequent poet
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THE CLYDE IS LIKE:
The Clyde is like a brave lion - it’s roar is heard from town to town,
The Clyde is like a hare, fast on a full moon day, with the tide high as high could be,
The Clyde is like a graceful swan on a beautiful summers day,
The Clyde is like a devoted mother to all her children who depend on her,
The Clyde is like a playful puppy, when the summer sun glistens on her,
The Clyde is like a strong horse ready for its race, when many a ship approaches
her,
The Clyde is like a wise Solomon with all her secrets hidden beneath her.
Teruko Tissera – Greenock
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CINEMAS
My mother and I went round the corner to the Hampden every Friday night. Set
among the tenements of working-class Govanhill, the name came from the famous
stadium in adjacent Mount Florida, the massive bowl acknowledging nearby
Hampden
Terrace, itself commemorating John Hampden, the prominent Cromwellian politician.
Others in the same area were the Calder, Govanhill and Crosshill, similarly
unpretentious local identifications, an exception being the Majestic, a vividly ironic
comment on its setting.
Further south, the nomenclature reflected a belief that better-off areas merited
fancier
names, hence the Embassy, Elephant, Tonic, Vogue, Mayfair, Toledo, Tudor,
Kingsway
and George reflected their higher social class locations.
Local picture houses, as they were termed, wherever they stood, were regarded with
the affection accorded faithful friends, even when their offerings were not always
appreciated, since there was always next week’s showing to look forward to and
their disappearance diminished the commmunities which they served for so long.
Like their contemporaries the trams, they are sorely missed.
What do you remember of Greenock Cinemas?
Duncan Macintyre
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Underland mapped

Maps chart contours
under our feet.
Footmarks echo
structures buried,
slow layers, silted down
sedimented,
placing underland
under pressure.

Boundaries remain,
edges of desiccate harbours
eroded and dark.
Caught in the layers,
detritus of nautical legacy
submerged. Above are tarmac,
pavements, modern streets
all mapped
as if a phantom Colin Lamont,
enquires of harbour edges
long gone.
Mere records on discarded maps.

Maps that don’t remember
water once filled
and still wants to flow
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through cracks and subsidence
to bring down a spire,
and an old town hall.
Foundations need re-dug
sunk into soil once silt.

Instead, a police cell
under an old town hall
swamped with fresh concrete
allowing a building to float
on old crime,
close up to masted ships
ghostly bobbing, butting
each other in play.

Wraiths of dead eras
still linger and keel
under the town.
(40 lines)
Loosely based on the alarm in the late 1980s about the dangers of subsistence in the
old Port Glasgow Town Hall. There was speculation that they might have to demolish
the building, (now the town library) and leave the spire free standing.

John Moody, artist and writer.
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Nobody likes being lost – Ding! Ding! Friendly Map-zilla to the rescue
Psst, psst…can you hear me? Wonderful. A warm ‘hello’ from me on behalf of all
maps living at the Watt Institution. Sadly, not everyone can understand me. Your
sharp attention is the key to my secret box full of fantasies and shy memories.
What is my purpose? I have no idea what landscapes I show on my front as I can't
look at myself – believe me I have tried. What can you see on me? You should
know, I can easily understand people who look at me. Initially, most people look
confused until their expression changes to astonishment. Very long ago, people
squeezed me aggressively. I have learned that they don't hate me personally. They
were probably in a hurry trying to get from A to B and I couldn’t show their way
quickly enough. Nobody likes being lost.
My apologies, I haven’t fully introduced myself yet. Friends call me Map-zilla. I know
Godzilla was an evil character, but I believe that deep down inside he was a shy,
misunderstood and lonely sea monster. He certainly made a gigantic impression on
people – that’s my goal as well. I briefly considered changing my name to Mapman,
based on Batman. Have you ever heard the intro of the 60s Batman TV show? While
‘Mapman’ with the TV intro would be very catchy, I’m not human – I’m a map; neither
female nor male, simply it. If you have any other name ideas, please let the Watt
Institution staff know. I like to keep things fresh.
Please tell me – is it true that countries still fight wars to be able to update their
maps? Most of us feel quite content with what we show and prefer peace. Have you
ever noticed that people pronounce ‘seamen’ and ‘semen’ in a similar way, or is it
just me? My oh my oh my, here I’m jumping from one place to another – my rambling
stream of consciousness is very turbulent today. Let me get us back on track – or is
it Star Trek? I keep confusing these two. Argh, another roundabout – back to maps.
I was created by the mathematician Colin Lamont around 1800s. Please don’t
confuse him with the broadcaster and former newscaster Colin Lamont from
Greenock who is known for his on-radio persona Scottie McClue. To avoid any
confusion, I call my cartographer ‘Maths Colin’. He spent many hours developing me
and couldn’t stop tinkering based on detailed nature observations. Do you like my
map scale? Because of Maths Colin’s connections, I was even in the jacket pocket of
Mr Arrowsmith, the geographer of the King. Unfortunately, I don’t have a photo to
prove it, but can still remember the distinct smell of horse poo. It’s funny what details
we remember from past events. I can’t even remember his face – of Mr Arrowsmith,
not his horse Frederick who tried to eat me (but that’s a story for another day). Over
the years, people have started to treat me with more respect – now they often wear
white gloves when touching me. I feel very well taken care of at the Watt Institution.
Most people think that everything important is on a map. People even use the phrase
‘wipe off the map’ for something that is no longer important or existing. To tell you
the truth, this is exaggerated because all the juicy parts are left out. A map usually
shows the places that are important to most people who might use it, but none of us
show all the places that are important to you. Maps are a playground for hidden
details. People have mentioned interesting places when studying me. They found the
place where great-great-great-granddad had a secret and very passionate hankypanky with the blacksmith’s wife, the place of great-great-grandma’s secret wedding
place (she was already pregnant at that time and loved the excitement), the place
grandparents noticed the stunning Clyde view during the first sunny day after a long
bullying winter. I would love to hear your hidden places. Come on, don’t be shy – I
know how to keep secrets.
As you might have already noticed, I’m more of a chatty type of map. Others are a bit
more cautious and shyer, apart from the map 1825 Plan of the Town of Greenock.
To be honest, it’s utterly full of itself and considers everyone as peasants – maps
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and people alike. If you want to piss it off, please find it and say that Map-zilla sent
you, which means you know the secret that it’s a pompous arse. Urgh, this map
thinks it has wisdom written all over it. Most of us know that we are never complete.
You would need an infinite map to illustrate everything, including street names,
building heights or the ever-changing homes of our local wild rabbits. Such a detailed
map would confuse the hell out of people, and they wouldn’t know where to quickly
find something specific. Hence, there are so many of us maps out there. In addition,
the types of maps have changed a lot since Maths Colin’s time. Digital maps are
very useful at providing local knowledge of an area without having to rely on the
kindness of local people. Sometimes it can be nice talking to someone. Don’t you
think?
During my tea breaks, I like to catch up with other maps. One of the River Clyde
Admiralty charts told me about rising sea levels and climate change. People keep
highlighting that sea level and weather changes become more significant with each
year. Scary stuff, don’t you agree? Part of me wants to learn more about it, but
another part of me is terrified – thinking that the Watt Institution might eventually get
flooded and I end up getting eaten by Clyde fishes for breakfast. I guess, the
opposite of panic and fear is knowledge. So, it’s time for me to learn more about this
climate change stuff. Will you join me? We can do this together. Wouldn’t that be
fun? From what I have heard so far, people seem to take many things for granted
and wrongly assume resources are unlimited. They create lots of waste products
compared to people living during Maths Colin’s time. I really hope people learn to
take care of our planet as it’s the only one we have. We shouldn’t hope for future
generations to come up with a magic solution. All of us need to play a part.
Do you want to know a very sad truth about maps? Sooner or later, we become out
of date. Everything changes over time. Forest and flower fields are replaced by
homes and schools. Every house gets either renovated or demolished to make room
for new things, except for those with historical value, such as lucky churches or
castles. Maps allow people to reflect on changes over time by reminding them of the
past. Where do you want your own path to lead to? If you want my advice, keep an
open mind and do your best while having fun, without causing too much of a mess.
As a map, I’m happy to show you what you should expect in theory, but you need to
get out there to experience things for yourself.
I better let you navigate through the remaining Watt Institution. Before you leave,
could you do me a favour please? In my old age, I keep forgetting to ask the
amazing Watt Institution staff whether they have any pirate maps. Wouldn’t it be
amazing to trace back pirates’ thoughts? Imagine what stories a pirate map could tell
us! No worries, if they don’t have one. I’m happy to keep dreaming – even maps
must keep their fantasy levels topped up.
Hope you have an amazing rest of the week. Happy to chat with you later whenever
you are in my area.
Sue Ulm.
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Listening to the wind of bittersweet change

After a long bus journey, Winnifred looks around feeling uneasy. Studying the map in
the comfort of her home is one thing, now being on location is a different beast. Left,
right, south and west – everything has melted into a confused pot. Has her trusted
map been lying? She is starting to regret thinking her own old map would still be able
to guide her. Her granddaughter tried to explain how to use the digital map on the
phone – she finds modern technology confusing.
‘Don’t be silly’ she murmured to herself. Everything is going to be fine. There is no
tyrant waiting to attack her around the corner. The people on the other side of the
road are not staring at her and simply minding their own business. Most importantly,
the young bus driver assured her that this is the correct stop. Worst case scenario,
she walks back to this bus stop without anyone caring that she failed to reach her
destination. At her own pace, she will get there eventually. No big deal!
She slowly scans the area for any obvious clues. Her eyesight has gotten worse with
age. The outside world looks completely different from her map and vague memory.
She hopes her old friend, the big oak tree, is still around. When she was 5 years old,
she loved sitting in its huge shadow during a hot summer day, while being absorbed
in the magical world of Black Beauty. After crossing the road and turning left, her
heart suddenly fills with joy: ‘Hello, Mr Oak tree, how have you been? I’m so relieved
people allowed you to grow in peace.’ Winnifred’s stubborn and feisty nature has
come back – now she knows where to find her great-aunt.
Finally, here is the church. The enormous park from her old map and memory has
given up most parts to houses and a larger road – more convenient for busy drivers.
Winnifred is surprised modern people want to live so close to a religious place. She
wonders what all those souls from the past think about their new hip neighbours. She
suddenly sighs ‘Where are all the wildflowers gone?’ and hopes bees have found a
new food source to create their wonderful honey. Bees are her favourite animal.
Despite being small, they make a gigantic impact by being very busy throughout their
lives. Now, great-aunt should be at the very end on the right side of the graveyard,
hidden underneath tree shadows.
Finally, she stands in front of Aunty Catharine. ‘Hello my dear. How have you been?
Has mum been able to find you? I hope both of you are well, wherever you are.’ She
has always been very proud of her strong and feisty female ancestors. Catharine’s
dear childhood friend James McGilp died tragically during the Greenock Massacre –
he was only 8 years old. From that moment on, Catharine constantly risked her life
by speaking up against injustice ever since the Scottish radial rising of 1820. She
used to say: ‘Words are mightier than the sword.’
Winnifred can’t believe how much has changed. When did she stop keeping up with
modern times? These days, everything happens fast and needs to be done by
yesterday. People seem to have lost their patience and sense of being one with
nature. Winnifred feels very lucky for her simple life that is ancient and old-fashioned
now. She is grateful for many things, such as modern medicine, television, grocery
deliveries and being able to catch up with relatives via the internet. However, she
feels guilty for leaving the burdensome task of saving the planet to future
generations. Despite not feeling like 96 years old, Winnifred is ready now for her next
journey, wherever it might lead her.
Her thoughts are suddenly interrupted by a call from her daughter-in-law. Winnifred
is very thankful for her family’s support although they can be a bit too overprotective.
‘Right, Aunty Catharine, it’s time for me to go back home. I hope to meet you and
mum later again, on the other side.’
Sue Ulm
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Cartographer’s Ink

Let me make you a map
Of my home town.
If you choose to use it, open carefully,
For the river is drawn larger
Than I remember
And I fear it
Laps at edges of street names,
Cartographer’s ink collapsing into
Illegible, bleeding boundaries,
Blurring edges between
What was once ours
What is now yours?
Unfold the pages slowly,
Flatten out creases
With a soft heart,
Forgiving fingers, for it is here,
Where the folds are,
That we clustered
Seeking shelter in the shadow
Of boundary lines and latitude.
You may find us
In the curve of a street or
A gathering of churches.
Sound out the street names
And we'll fall from your tongue.
Let me make you a map of my hometown
But know, there is a certain art to cartography
The choosing of ink
And symbols,
The sharing of secrets
In sharp-line outline,
The leaving of emptiness.
Katharine Macfarlane
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CHANGE
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My interior space from childhood to an adult:
Growing up in a house with trees all around my home,
From mango to guava, passionfruit vine and king coconut palms,
Which gave shade and a much needed breeze from the scourging sun.
The windows and doors are left open until dusk,
Which attract many mosquitoes to bother us when night falls.
The smell of cooking food and family conversation,
Could be heard over the fence or walls.
Which includes just checking on each other or what they were up to that day.

But now for a while my adult life has been
Living in an apartment block,
Where I grow plants on the windowsill.
Wave a hello or how are you inquired when you meet a neighbor,
When you past each front door to come up to my own,
You could smell of bake potato, pasta or a Sunday roast prepared for their family.
Teruko T
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Drowned Port— twenty one twenty two
The seagulls screech a counterpoint
to the winds squall;
as a young mother leaves her home.
Her son ahead of her on the hill;
He rushes down to his early day at school.
His Celtic green and white
pinned by his backpack
as he struts down the hill.
His arms held stiffly
Frankenstein to his front,
hands gesticulating limp
at the wrist.
He’s lost in some childhood fantasy-game
external world oblivious.
Below satin-weathered skelpies,
statuesque statues
of an earlier/easier century.
Stainless-steel hammers poised to splash
brackish-blue estuary water
at their feet.
Municipal spire stabs tide
and reflects
this child’s journey to school.
Maternal gaze rests on
The Coronation Park
of her own childhood— once lapped grass
now grows the changing shades
Of shallow estuarial fluid.
Where tiny, individual motorboats
dance, skirting the bulk
of a derelict Tescos.
Her ears record and reject
distant grunt-growls of nautical electric motors.
Sonic mixes with seagull din, as the birds
scrabble and shit on
solar-panelled roofs
settling ragged off-white bodies
in momentary silence, paying
homage to the slate-new
Crannogs dotting the lower Clyde.
JHM,
(May 2022)
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Dream a little dream of past, present and future
Sweet and bitter memories have melted into a bizarre gooey soup, cooking in a large
black cauldron. While some things come to the surface easily, others remain hidden
– too hurtful to see. Regardless, all ingredients impact the soup flavour. Where does
the fire come from?
A world without internet was more physical and only libraries provided extensive
knowledge. All those books arrogantly stare back at us – making us feel dumb and
intimidated. Are readers too stupid to understand books or are authors too thick to
write in a comprehensible manner?
Cyberspace provides endless information – all desires are covered. You are not
alone and must keep scrolling. Satisfy your need for validation by sharing your life
with the world – don’t you dare being honest and boring. Why do you compare your
worst day with others best moments?
Websites allow artists from the past help future individuals through a rough patch of
life. Their spellbinding voices and stories spread hope and give the illusion of a more
meaningful life in the past. Where does this timelessness come from, and will this
nostalgia ever disappear?
The perfect friend or partner seems to be only a mouse click away. Only they can fill
the void and allow us to live happily ever after like a fairy tale – until then misery.
Every little detail must match as we are desperate to avoid weirdos. Why are we
victim of our own biases that twist reality?
We must strive to look beautiful or handsome. Don’t you dare being comfortable in
your own skin – only perfection is the key to happiness. Marketing promises
fulfilment: ‘white, whiter, the whitest of white.’ Can we be stunning and full of air –
without any character, quirks or faults in sight?
To be appealing, things must be new, unique, edgy, easy to understand and cheap.
Companies have stopped providing high-quality items that last and are easy to
repair. New trends and items that are designed to fall apart keep capitalism alive.
Where has it all gone wrong?
Are we too easily distracted, too impatient, too selfish, too scared of solitude or too
intimated by life? Value isn’t achieved instantly and doesn’t come cheap. Many
things require dedication and hard work: friendships, talent, patience, love and trust.
Outer attractiveness can only get you so far.
Is life a never-ending compromise? Nothing is permanent and nobody is perfect –
only lucky ones are allowed to grow older and get wiser. Life is a crazy roller coaster
ride without a safety line. Take all the time you need – the good, the bad and the
ugly always were, are and will be.
Sue U
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Rhythmical fetter
If a line doesn’t rhyme change it
If a different word would be better,
Only a fool tries to rhyme with orange,
Discard all thoughts of a rhythmical fetter,
If your verse doesn’t work rearrange it.
David McC
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Greenock Childhood.
Childhood was children outside together,
Physical friends,
Storming through closes, invading back greens,
Looking for places to play,
Till the angry shout or thump on a window,
Then on to the next location,
And children in a line across the street,
British bulldog,
Yelling and shouting, running and grabbing.
Traffic? What traffic?
Only the rich have cars, and they don’t live here.
Weekends in the town,
Crowded pavements and hectic roads,
And the shops, so many shops,
Along here, around the corner, over there,
Main roads, side streets, lanes and alleys,
Shops were everywhere,
Jam-packed shoppers in every one.
The sigh of the sugar house breathing out,
Candy floss air scenting the streets,
Gulped in by smiling children,
Already buzzing at the hustle and bustle.
Weekdays at Lithgow’s yard, police,
Traffic halted,
Behind the open gate a wall of workers,
Boiler-suited and dirty-faced,
Waiting, waiting, waiting,
Then at the hooter a tidal wave of men flooding out,
Homeward-bound, pub-bound,
At the end of a long, hard shift,
(Or so the foreman hoped),
Another day, another dollar,
We all knew someone who worked there.
And the uppity ones, a bit full of themselves,
“I work at the IBM you know!”,
But workers for all that,
Earning a living like everyone else,
When the town had thousands who worked in the town,
And the town had a reason to rise in the morning.
David McC
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Soup

Boiling soup
Swirling, bubbling potatoes and leek
Blending into a thick, green goop
Smells emanating don't half reek
Eating soup all week
Jillian K
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Gull-less
The Esplanade is quiet,
a steady slow thrum-slosh
far behind us.
We dip wellington boots in the seeping river,
sit, riveted on rusted iron-legs
corroded workers in miniature to our left,
still hammering.
Bridges, built of boats,
cross the carpark,
take ground-floor folk
to the safety of cars.
The Esplanade is quiet,
bin-empty-quiet enough
for the whirr of wings
to turn heads.
Tiny, black-headed
brown bird,
hedgerow bird,
bird gallus enough in this gull-less world to
peck-peck
at the final crumbs.
Katharine Macfarlane
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IMAGE-INATION
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The extension

I haven’t seen my daughter Alice this intense for a long time. ‘Are you okay?’ I ask. Trying to
keep the noise down, she hisses with her mouth closed: ‘Obviously, I’m not okay. How can I
explain THIS during the weekly laundry catch-up? They will want answers and I have no
idea what to say or do. I think we need to have a serious word with Mary. This is
unacceptable,’ she says while furiously pointing to the lovely new back porch. ‘I can NOT
believe it. Can you believe this? What was YOUR granddaughter thinking? I already told you
thousands of times that you should not encourage her creativity. In order make it in life, she
needs to learn feminine values, like sewing and cooking. Handywork such as building a back
porch should be left to men.’
It seems Alice has forgotten about the Second World War that left women no choice but to
do hard work as all men were gone. Maybe she has had a bad day. I certainly didn’t expect
Alice to develop this attitude. Trying to calm her down, I say: ‘It looks fine. Let’s go inside,
have a cup of tea and discuss your concerns.’ Alice looks at me in utter disbelieve: ‘What do
you mean with it looks fine? It does NOT. We are the laughingstock of the neighbourhood –
probably the whole town.’ I really don’t understand her problem: ‘It doesn’t matter what
others say as long as your daughter is happy. Believe me, people have a short attention
span. Besides, what happened to your own rebel from your youth? When did you stop being
you?’
I finally manged to get her away from the porch and into the kitchen. Defeated she is finally
sitting down at the table while I prepare tea. She asks: ‘What do you mean by rebel? I
NEVER painted our porch in Kermit the frog green and ruined the reputation of my whole
family.’ I hand her a cup of tea, hoping it will calm her down. ‘Aren’t you overdramatic?’ I ask.
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‘This is not a big deal as there is nothing wrong with green and being different. It keeps
people talking and us interesting. Can you remember the time when you were obsessed with
collecting and pressing leaves? No tree was left alone. You even started putting them in old
library books. I could have never afforded to replace all those expensive books. Thankfully,
the librarian had a wonderful sense of humour. She suggested to keep it a secret as long as
you stop your hobby immediately. To this day, people keep finding your treasures and
hopefully smile.’
Turning bright red, Alice clearly remembers: ‘Mother! I was 5 years old and utterly ashamed
when I got caught. Mary’s doing can’t be kept a secret and she doesn’t care about my
suffering.’
Now I suddenly feel the desire to go down memory lane: ‘To be fair, I wasn’t an angel
myself. As a child I was anything but girly. I played outside most of the day and found many
things fascinating, such as dissecting insects. I caught spiders, only to pull out their legs one
at a time and check whether they can still run. Children can seem very cruel as they are
happy to give in to their curiosity.
I also played hide and seek with neighbourhood children within mountains of hay barrels on
the local farmers fields. We didn’t even stop after adults told us that a boy died after getting
trapped in hay. Why should we? We didn’t know him and felt we were much smarter than
him. When you are young you feel invincible and everyone else seems shockingly old.
Without much life experience you don’t have a past that can scare or protect you. Everything
is new, raw and challenging.’
Alice tries to point out: ‘Your times were different than ours. Life moves on very quickly and
values have changed a lot.’ I fill up her cup of tea and I’m glad to see she is starting to relax.
I say: ‘Your Granny Jane was a wonderful, strong-minded woman who worked hard to get
food on the table. I can clearly remember, 8-year-old me, at the music school gathering in
the town hall, with the whole town in the audience. The other children played their
instruments very well. When it was my turn, I froze as soon as I sat in front of the piano.
While I felt the cool smooth piano keys with my fingertips, the musical notes merged into a
weird note salad. Nothing made sense. My mind went blank, and I only managed one note.
All I could hear was my racing heartbeat and the deafening silence from the audience. I
couldn’t move and was ready to melt into the ground when the teacher finally said ‘It seems
the trumpet is unwell today’, and pushed me away from the piano. I felt humiliated. Mum
simply laughed it off, gave me a hug and said ‘Who has ever asked for a piano play about a
trumpet anyway. The trumpet probably wants to trumpet its own tune if you ask me. I’m very
proud of you.’ What a wonderful woman she was.’
Alice asks impatiently: ‘Mum, what do you want me to do with Mary? I don’t have the energy
anymore to lie about her constant vicious pranks. Is it my fault for complaining that I couldn’t
find a handyman who would build a back porch for a reasonable price? Sometimes I should
just shut up, I guess.’
‘I wouldn’t consider her behaviour as vicious pranks. Yes, she is constantly building and
creating new things. However, I’m very proud of my granddaughter as she is learning how to
be herself. Instead of being mad, you could try to smile and thank Mary for her help. After all,
you have a sturdy porch now that she built all by herself. You don’t need to admire the green
colour. Admire her for trying to help you and for working with what she has available.
Now, if you don’t mind, I must go to my bridge club meeting. Later, please tell me what
people say about our stunning porch. This will be so much fun! As long as people only talk,
they won’t do anything worse. For them, their boring day passes by quicker if they tell each
other gossip. Also, you are allowed to pretend – remember: smiling, being polite and keeping
quiet annoys them the most.’
Alice’s eyes widen and is about to say something, but I’m already running late. So, I say:
‘Cheer up and let your own imagination run wild. Life is short – enjoy it! Talk to you later.’

Sue Ulm
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Marsden’s Grotto
…no sense of completion sensed
& then
snapshot to
a family group
foursome two adult two child
adult’s new in intimacy on bleak beach
walking alongside watery sky-lined sea strand
in winter’s slippery fist-grip
beside beneath a hulk of limestone
& an eroding arch later in their life collapsed leaving
the smaller of two sea stacks to be
even later demolished
but for now layered down
sepia umber sand granulated damp ochre granules roll
In seafoam-salt stained
where toddled childhood hand-in-hand
the girl-child drags her feet
her fingers loosen & squirm with glances back
to the close couples slow steps
the man lights two cigarettes as one
in a way a subsequent adult mind sees as sensual
As he passes one white smouldering tube
from his mouth to hers as it parts from his own
his lips like a kiss
37

smoke swirling from half open mouth
at sight & imagined grey taste
girl-child pulls away from boy-child’s pudgy palm
drifts back to Mother’s side who ’s enraptured in tobacco’s inhale
girl-child tries to insert a way between two rapt lovers
& fails to sever a step-dad from a maternal hip
And hold her mother’s hand

the sand & rock unchanging
though a lifetime later someone notes a sea stack’s decay
even compacted limestone’s hulk disintegrates
As do people marriages & filial relationships
dissolve
in dissolution.
ochre, brittle rock grows honeycombed with caves
in other hollows concreted into limestone balls
convoluted as an infant brain ossified then shattered

John Moody
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Foreman blacksmith

He died today
still grieving loss of purpose, he never let go.
Cramped in photograph within a photograph.
Sunk in 20th Century history,
crafting the ships this country used to launch
for seamen blown to watery shrapnel, then
plunged to salty graves by Nazi submarines.
My Granda’, craftsman in his pride and prime.
Foreman blacksmith, prestige in the photo flanked
by equal cloth-capped craftsmen who built these vessels.
At his end, square framed, him trilby-lapped with his men
hung on purple flock wallpaper until his death.
All that’s left on the shipless river bleached salty, yellow mud,
oily water flowing.
JHM, (14)
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Well Park

I see you strut, sea-legs
certain on the slight shingle
of park paths,
right-arm swing of land-balance
countering wide-leg confidence
as certain here of your status
as you once were at the helm.
Lads lounge on the grass,
left-hands lifted,
shading the sun as if dazzled by the brightness
of opportunity ahead
save one, arm-wrapped
he sees only a wife.
The distance between you and your father
is determined by the path you both walk.
Slow your pace to match.
Katharine Macfarlane
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Tenement
Nobody lives in the tenement anymore,
It is scheduled for demolition,
Home are empty, windows are broken,
There are no fires to warm the stones,
No chattering voices to fill the air,
Just the wind and the rain breaking in,
Ragged paper clinging to walls,
Sodden carpets and rotting floors,
Life’s odds and sods lying about,
Left behind as the front door closed,
Families moving on, moving up,
Taking cherished items and memories,
The community of the close spread far and wide,
To new homes, new friends, new lives.
David McC
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HERBARIUM
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Allotment memories — Mint and honeysuckle
Snapshot moments in time projected into imaginary spaces.
Inspired by Loch Thom by WS Graham
1
Almost seventy years the back of me
on an allotment still in mind.
Mint and honeysuckle thrive.
Honeysuckle and mint
grow lush in ancestral sun.

Me on Granda’s shoulders
No trip or stumble
to a Green-Golden land —
the country-side, though
it’s only just by gunmetal-grey
gasometers.

We're gathering Sabbath mint.
Pungent crushed
marinates in vinegar-sugar.
green wafting bouquet
to flavour Sunday lamb.
Sizziling roasted feast.

2
Then my brain’s fast-forward
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decades on — digging
another allotment
for the favours of girlfriend
soon to be wife.
Though there she grew only horsetail
and knock-kneed spiders
And I dug only dirt.

3
Then the maybe final years
contemplate poppies pink
as a childhood toy.
Above’s the slope where she tends
her leeks and her potatoes
encircled by luxuriant mint
sprouting proud to the last.

4
From views of the Clyde
I cast years and years back,
where allotment memories thrive —
an older time, a golden time;
in memories crisp as a leaf of mint.
Now plucked on the banks
Of an industrial town,
the Honeysuckle and the Mint.

farewell
John Moody
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Dispensation
Take last thing at night, when his absence feels keen
and the light flows, painting the kitchen floor
with his loss.
Retrospect his impatient yelps as you gently dole meat
and efficiently convey to the floor.

Stand.
Watch,

content with the dosage, as he buries his
nose in the bowl. Smile as he seems to inhale the food
in his fretful hunger.
Cast reminiscence back to evenings concluding
with these habitual mediations.

Such moments sooth bitter reflection,
but memories savour never restores
the comforting patter of paws.
John Moody
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LAVENDER
When I first saw a Lavender plant,
Was way back in year 2000,
When I came to work in the United Kingdom,
To work as a nursery teacher.
The joy of seeing a plant in real life,
Rather on a post card or a book,
Made me jump for joy,
When I sat near the plant and
Smelled it up close and started crushing all it's dead leaves.
My love for Lavender grew,
It became my favorite plant,
With a collection of oils,
Then all the products made from Lavender.
When one day in my classroom
A teacher used Lavender oil humidifier,
To relax all the babies whom, we care for
During sleep time with gentle music.
But then came winter when
A few babies were falling ill with high fever,
This is when I used a drop of Lavender oil,
To rub on their burning soft foreheads,
Never knew that I was rubbing their ENERGY CHAKRA.

Teruko
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Those Old Cures
Faded like rosemary
Left drying in strip-lit surgeries
Carefully wrapped in common sense
Wipe clean, sterilised.
Blister-packed,
Gingerly stretching
Through sun-salutations
To embrace only the essential,
Tiny-bottled oil
Of rosemary.
Katharine Macfarlane
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Mint
Mint’s s healing green virtue lends foresight
when chopped in vinegar & sugar in the tureen.
Sugar’s sweet temptation deadens appetite,
vinegar's the acid of frustration.

Chopped with sugar & vinegar in the tureen
of my heart, left to marinate in time’s wheel.
Vinegar’s the acid of frustration
the kiss that tastes tart at the end of the meal.

My heart left to marinate expires in time’s wheel
drowned in vinegar’s acid frustration,
the kiss that tastes tart at the end of the meal
needs sugar crystals on the tongue, awaken.

I’m drowned in vinegar’s acid frustrations,
stung to the eye, bitter to the appetite.
I need sugar crystals on the tongue, awaken
mint’s healing green virtue to soothe foresight.

John Moody
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Little bird.
I saw a bird atop a tree,
One bright and sunny day,
A small, round silhouette
Against a cloudless sky,
Singing fit to burst,
A little bird with a big voice
Filling the air with song,
Calling out to all around,
And in response an answer,
From here, and there
And everywhere,
An offbeat chorus,
Lyrical, a cappella,
The soundtrack of the woods.
David McCracken
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Inverclyde Culture Collective
Culture Collective is a network is made up of 26 projects across Scotland, all exploring
community-rooted created activity. Inverclyde Culture Collective is one of these
projects being delivered by various partners and organisations across Inverclyde, these
include
•

Inverclyde Council Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.

•

RIG Arts: https://www.rigarts.org/

•

The Beacon: https://www.beaconartscentre.co.uk

•

Inverclyde Youth Theatre (Kayos): https://www.kayostheatre.co.uk/wordpress

•

CVS Inverclyde: https://www.cvsinverclyde.org.uk/

To find out more about Inverclyde Culture Collective, upcoming events and activities
please visit: https://www.inverclydeculturecollective.co.uk
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